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Introduction

Year 2020 adds up to four that is ruled by mystical Rahu. The

probable challenges accessed on the basis of astrological analysis
of India’s yearly chart (varshfal) were studied by taking the details:
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infection (involvement of second, third, fourth house due to Ketu in
fourth house), body pain (Saturn and Mercury), lack of smell (effect
of Saturn on fifth house) and lack of taste (effect of malefic Ketu ef-

fect on second house) etc.

The placement of five major celestial bodies together in the

The yearly chart of India in 2020 has Virgo ascendant. Major

fourth house under the malefic aspect of Rahu from tenth house.

Sun, Ketu, Jupiter and Saturn conjunct in 4 house in Sagittari-

eign moiety, as a result, a virus of foreign origin enters the country

ruler of Virgo is Rahu that was placed in Gemini zodiac sign in 10

th

house while the secondary lord of Virgo i.e. Mercury, placed with
th

us zodiac sign. Venus was placed in 5 house in Capricorn, Moon
th

placed in 6 house in Aquarius and Mars in 3 house in Scorpio
th

rd

sign as per horoscope. Involvement of Jupiter with major celestial

bodies in proximity at fourth house clearly indicated the major
challenge due to severe respiratory infection.
Medical astrology analysis of COVID-19

The fourth house of the horoscope denotes lungs while Jupiter

refers to the oxygen. Combination of Saturn and Ketu leads to infection, based on its position in horoscope. The placement of Saturn,

Ketu and Mercury together casts an antagonistic effect on Jupiter.
Moreover, the Rahu has its significant adverse effect on Jupiter that

leads to be a pandemic, COVID 19. Jupiter, the intensifier being a

part of the group further intensifies the malefic effect. Hence, Corona evolved as air borne viral infection. Since, Sun governing the
medicine, is the part of the combination that lays ineffective, with

Saturn and Rahu. As a consequence, there was no vaccine of the
infection [1-7].

Symptoms appearing due to the combination of five celestial

bodies included fever (Rahu), cold (Saturn), cough (Rahu), low im-

munity (adverse effect of Rahu and Saturn on Jupiter), respiratory

Rahu under such circumstance while influencing all the planets

casted the effect from the third month (March). Rahu refers to forthrough foreigners visit that spreads it all over India with time.

The major group of planets were in close proximity approxi-

mately from 21 November 2019 to 15 January 2020. The planetary

effect will be pronounced in the birth chart of the newly born and

the native who have birthday within this time domain, as their yearly report will show its adverse effect in one way or the other. Taking the Vaastu of the horoscope in consideration it is certain that

primarily North, West and South region of India will be affected by

Corona. With time the infection will spread tremendously throughout specially in northern India.

The increase in the number of Corona cases will be significant in

5th month and 6th month. The infection will reach at its peak in the

9th month i.e. September 2020. Venus placed in the 5th house and

aspect on 11th house will bring relief to the situation in October. The

Corona infection cases will decline and subsequently subside with
the end of the adverse planetary interactions.

Due to placement of Venus it can be predicted that in November

the vaccine for Corona virus will be there to enlighten the hopes.
The probability of reoccurrence of Corona infection and its after
effects will prevail due to the reinforced effect of Ketu [2-7].
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